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It was readily observed that some lines are bright and some are faint. The Bohr model
failed to explain the intensities of the lines. The physics of intensities of lines had to await
the development of quantum mechanics.

1 QM treatment

Let us consider absorption of an incident beam by a cell containing gas, say sodium. The
electric field has a time variable amplitude which acts upon the electron. So we have to
use the full Schrodinger equation (i.e. time dependent):

ih̄
∂Ψ

∂t
= HΨ (1)

The interaction of radiation with the atom adds a new Hamilton (“interaction Hamil-
ton”). Since it is a perturbation the stationary eigen wavefunctions obtained derived from
the unperturbed Hamiltonian

[ p2

2me
+ V

]
ψn = Enψn, 〈ψi|ψj〉 = δij (2)

can be used as the basis set and a Fourier approach for the time domain part:

Ψ =
∑
n

an(t)ψn exp(−iEn/h̄) (3)

We select ai(0) = 1 for a particular state i at time, t = 0; naturally aj 6=i = 0. Then |aj(t)|2
is the probability of finding the atom in an excited j after a time t.

The electric and magnetic field can be written in terms of the vector potential, A and
electrostatic field, φ:

E = −∇φ− 1

c

∂A

∂t
, B = ∇×A. (4)
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The radiation field can be regarded as superposition of plane waves periodic in time:

A = A0

[
ei(ωt−k·r) + e−i(ωt−k·r)

]
(5)

The magnetic field can be ignored and the force on the electron is

F = −e∇φ− e

c

∂A

∂t
. (6)

We are interested in changes of the states of atom with time rather than state of the
radiation field (that is the beam is much stronger than any consequence of it acting on the
atom). Thus we can assume that the time and spatial components of the wave function
are separable. From the force equation we see that pE = e

cA acts as a momentum. Thus
the perturbed Hamilton is

H =
1

2me

(
p +

eA

c

)2
+ eφ+ V. (7)

Unless there are very strong electric fields1 we can ignore φ. After additional simplifications
(not shown here) Schrodinger’s equation becomes

ih̄
∂Ψ

∂t
=

[
− h̄2

2me
∇2 +

ih̄e

mec
A×∇+

e2

2mec2
+ V

]
Ψ (8)

The A2 is related to two-photon process and unless the beam is intense it can be ignored
and thus

ih̄
∂Ψ

∂t
=

[
− h̄2

2me
∇2 − e

me
A · p + V

]
Ψ (9)

The perturbing Hamilton is

H ′ =
e

mec
(A · p) (10)

The trial wavefunction (Equation 3) is then applied to the Schrodinger equation (Equa-
tion 1) and the desired solution, the transition probability per unit time, is

|aj(t)|2

t
=

2πe2

h̄
A2

0

∣∣∣〈j∣∣∣e · p
mec

exp(ik · r)
∣∣∣i〉∣∣∣2δ(Ej − Ei) (11)

=
2π

h̄
|〈j|H ′|j〉|2δ(Ej − Ei). (12)

Here e is a unit vector along E. [The |aj(t)|2 increases linearly with time (for small t) and
thus the division by t. It can also be expressed as a rate by the usual differential approach.]

1I should look into possible astrophysical settings. Ditto for two-photon process; see below.
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1.1 Approximation

The terminology of transition – dipole, quadrupole, magnetic – come from the approxi-
mations to exp(ik · r) in Equation 12. The first element of this exponential is the dipole.
Let the wavelength of the incident radiation be λ. The other length scale is the size of
the atom, a0/Z. For optical photons, λ � a0/Z and thus the electric field is essentially
constant over the atom. This constant electric field then polarizes the atom. We can use
the commutation relations between r and p and switching to the notation of A and B
coefficients, find

Bij =
2π

h̄2
|〈j|e · r|i〉|2. (13)

Note that |〈rIi〉|2 ∼ a20 and using The B coefficient to obtain the A coefficient we can find

A ≈ ω3

h̄c3
(ea0)

2 ∼ 108 s−1 (14)

2 Selection Rules

2.1 Allowed Transitions

The strongest transitions (with the largest A-coefficients) are those with large electric
dipole term. The following selection rules must be satisfied:

1. Parity must change

2. One electron jumps to any another energy state (|∆n| ≥ 1) but ∆l = ±1.

3. ∆L = 0,±1

4. ∆J = 0,±1 with ∆J = 0→ 0 forbidden

5. ∆S = 0

An allowed transition is denoted without square brackets.

2.2 Semi-forbidden or Intersystem Transitions

These satisfy all the rules of allowed transitions except ∆S 6= 0. These are called as
“semi”-forbidden or “inter-combination” of “inter-system” lines. Examples are transitions
between singlet and triplet levels of Helium.

Such transitions have a single ”]” on the right side of the line, e.g. N II]2143.4 Å3P2−5So
2.

The A-coefficients are a million times weaker.
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2.3 Forbidden Transitions

Forbidden lines do not satisfy one or more of the four conditions listed above. They encom-
pass a range of transitions (electric quadrupole or magnetic dipole) and the A coefficients
are another factor of 102 to 106 weaker than those of semi-forbidden lines. The most fa-
mous forbidden lines are those resulting from transitions of the various terms associated
with a ground state nl (Figure 1).

Figure 1:

2.4 Highly Forbidden Transitions

The weakest lines with inverse A coefficients approaching millions of years (!) are transi-
tions between the magnetic momentum of the electron and that of the the nucleus.
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NGC	  7027,	  	  a	  young	  carbon-‐rich	  planetary	  
nebula	  excited	  by	  a	  hot	  (220,000	  K	  star)	  

Op<cal	  (top)	  and	  IR	  images	  (bolom)	  	  
Model	  spectrum	  from	  the	  UV	  to	  the	  radio	  

(from	  Kwok).	  	  The	  thin	  line	  on	  the	  leG	  
represents	  the	  	  intrinsic	  emission	  from	  
the	  central	  star	  (220,000	  K	  blackbody)	  

Starburst	  galaxy	  Spectral	  Energy	  Distribu<on.	  	  

A	  galaxy	  undergoing	  vigorous	  star	  forma<on:	  (model	  from	  B	  Groves	  et	  al	  2008)	  
Hot	  stars	  photoionise	  gas,	  producing	  emission	  lines	  from	  a	  range	  of	  species	  
Short	  wavelength	  starlight	  is	  absorbed	  and	  re-‐radiated	  by	  dust	  grains,	  with	  characteris<c	  

temperatures	  ~50K,	  but	  with	  small	  par<cles	  at	  higher	  temperatures	  

M	  82	  	  Far-‐IR	  /	  sub-‐mm	  spectrum	  from	  Herschel	  

Panuzzo	  et	  al	  2010	  

Recap	  on	  Atomic	  Physics	  
•  Nomenclature:	  	  Ioniza<on	  state	  denoted	  by	  roman	  numerals	  :	  	  

–  e.g	  	  O	  III	  	  denotes	  	  O2+	  	  	  ,	  	  	  O	  I	  denotes	  neutral	  oxygen	  
•  Selec<on	  Rules	  –	  electric	  dipole	  transi<ons	  	  

–  Seen	  under	  lab	  condi<ons,	  with	  high	  densi<es	  
•  In	  astronomy,	  densi<es	  are	  oGen	  very	  low;	  intervals	  between	  
collisions	  are	  long	  and	  we	  see	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  Forbidden	  Lines	  –	  denoted	  by	  [	  ]	  	  
–  e.g.	  [OIII]	  	  Forbidden	  transi<on	  in	  O2+	  	  
– 	  magne<c	  dipole	  or	  electric	  quadrupole	  transi<on,	  usually	  in	  the	  
lowest	  electron	  configura<on,	  	  with	  low	  transi<on	  probabili<es	  

–  Generally	  arise	  in	  low	  lying	  levels	  as	  higher	  levels	  have	  more	  
possible	  allowed	  transi<ons	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  Also	  have	  electric	  dipole	  lines	  with	  	  Δs	  ≠	  0,	  	  
–  semi-‐forbidden	  lines,	  one	  square	  bracket	  e.g.	  C	  III]	  

Selec<on	  Rules	  
(from	  J	  Tennyson	  2005)	  

Figure 2: Summary of Selection Rules (Tennyson, J. 2005).

3 Famous Fine-structure lines
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The most important forbidden lines in the interstellar
medium. Only CI, CII, OI, SiII, SII, and FeII are present
in the neutral medium. They are also present in the
ionised medium, but generally in smaller amounts than
more ionised species. The collision strengths Ωul are for
collisions with electrons at a temperature of 104 K. The
critical densities ncrit = Aul/⟨σulv⟩ correspond to
collisions either with electrons (for Te ≃ 104 K), or with 
H2 molecules when between round brackets (for Tk
≃100K).


